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Abstract.  e Street Routing Problem (SRP) is a special case of the well-known Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). 
 e goal is to service a large number of customers in the city zone. New heuristics for solving a complex SRP is evalu-
ated based on real data.  is paper presents several approximations to the length of SRP using the mixed transportation 
mode and compares them with the published approximations used for VRP or Travelling Salesman Problems (TSP). 
 e system was tested in #ve real world instances ranging from 12 000 to 29 000 customers.
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1. Introduction

Postal delivery in agglomerations with large numbers 
of customers is one of the most di%cult operational 
problems faced by local delivery companies.  is paper 
describes a Decision Support System (DSS) for postal 
delivery in towns with more than 100 000 inhabitants 
with the object of designing service districts and vehi-
cle collection routes subject to a number of operational 
constraints.  e reported results are abstracted and do 
not consider several very special issues.
 e problem of postal delivery optimization can be 

modelled by Street Routing Problems (SRP) and Capaci-
tated Vehicle Routing Problems (CVRP) (Matis 2007 and 
2008; Janáček 2003; Janáček and Gábrišová 2009; Antov 
et al. 2009; Çalışkanelli et al. 2009; Jovanović et al. 2009; 
Junevičius and Bogdevičius 2007, 2009; Szűcs 2009; Tur-
skis et al. 2009; Baublys 2008; Brauers et al. 2008; Dau-
noras et al. 2008; Gowri and Sivanandan 2008; Niewczas 
et al. 2008; Tanczos and Torok 2007; Ziari et al. 2007; 
Poot et al. 2002).
A typical SRP has thousands of customers. I want 

to #nd and evaluate solutions for cases with more than 
10 000 customers. In such large agglomerations, service 
is performed using a mixed transportation mode. Serv-
ice personnel are driven by car to the #rst point of the 
serviced area, serve the area on foot and then returns 
to the depot by car. To #nd a good feasible solution for 
these cases, I identi#ed two stages of the problem. First, 
I need to aggregate customers to natural clusters and 
#nd an approximate length of SRP for these clusters. 

Second, I need to solve a special case of CVRP of #nding 
good car routes.  e problem is de#ned over the street 
network of the region.
SRP systems could be solved by integrating heu-

ristics with a visual and database environment such as 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (for example, 
Burinskienė 2009; Jakimavičius and Burinskienė 2009; 
Mesarec and Lep 2009).
 is paper discusses a GIS-based DSS for routing 

in SRP.
SRP is a less explored group of problems than Ve-

hicle Routing Problems (VRP) and there is not a good, 
publicly available sample of data for method compari-
son.  e authors, for example (Ruiz et al. 2004), usually 
solve speci#c problems and it is di%cult to compare so-
lutions across these problems as each of them is some-
what unique.
 erefore, I #nd it necessary to use my own ex-

perimental sample, one that covers most of typical SRP 
and at the same time, makes it possible to compare each 
of the solution methods. My experimental sample was 
taken from #ve large cities and surrounding villages in 
Slovakia.  e customers were houses in these cities and 
full street infrastructure is available.  e cities included 
Bratislava, Kosice, Zilina, Presov and Nitra.  e number 
of customers in these four agglomerations varies from 
12 000 to 29 000.
Data was collected manually from source maps ZM 

1:10 000 purchased from the Geodetic and Cartographic 
Institute of the Slovak Republic. A part of data was col-



lected using GPS receivers and is not publicly available 
at the moment.
 e remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. 

First, a de#nition of the problem is given.  en, new ag-
gregation methods are presented and a method for the 
approximation of route length for SRP is introduced and 
compared to the existing methods. Section four presents 
a possible solution for a special case of CVRP for send-
ing postmen to districts. Section #ve presents the use of 
DSS and GIS to work towards practical solutions for the 
stated problem. Conclusions are drawn in section six.

2. De"nition of Complex SRP Using  
the Mixed Transportation Mode

In recent years, we have seen a number of centraliza-
tion activities in postal delivery companies to improve 
the performance of their processes.  is creates a large 
number of customers served from one central depot. 
 e centralization of delivery operations in one depot 
for a large number of customers has some advantages 
and disadvantages. One of the key advantages to central-
ization is the ability to use more advanced and expensive 
technologies for preparation before the deliveries are 
picked up.  e preparation of deliveries usually takes 
more than 10% of the total working time of postmen. 
By shortening this time combined with e%cient trans-
portation methods for placing postmen in their districts, 
one can allow more time for delivery and/or reduce the 
number of postmen.
Fig. 1 presents possible service areas around the 

city of Presov and its 15  797 customers.  e area in-
cludes Presov and 11 surrounding villages.
 e goal is to #nd good solutions for SRP in such a 

large and centralized region. For each customer, there is 

an average daily service time. Postmen can be driven by 
car to the starting point of their service route and driven 
back to the depot at the end of the working day. Deliver-
ies are made on foot, so the problem represents a special 
case of SRP using the mixed transportation mode. Car 
driver is also a postman and serves one district.  ere 
are either no transportation related expenses or they 
are relatively low compared to other expenses. Delivery 
time is limited for each postman. Time gaps between the 
physical end of deliveries and the arrival of the car for 
returning the postman back to the depot should be tight.

3. #e Aggregation of Customers to Natural Clusters 
and Approximation of Route Length

One of the key problems of solving a serious SRP using 
the mixed transportation mode is to aggregate custom-
ers into natural clusters. Good examples of measuring 
cluster visual attractiveness can be found in Poot et al. 
(2002) and Matis (2008). Each cluster is then treated as 
one district for SRP and is served by one postman.  e 
size of the cluster is determined by the estimated length 
of the SRP route, the travel speed of the postman, deliv-
ery time for customers in the cluster and the total time 
available for serving the cluster.
Although plenty of work seems to be done in the 

#eld of aggregation in general, there is not a speci#c de-
veloped method for SRP aggregation. For example, Op-
pen and Løkketangen (2006) describes the aggregation 
of variables (columns) in linear problems and the way it 
can be used for estimating both an optimal solution and 
an optimal objective value of the original problem. An-
other example illustrates how Toth and Vigo (2002) uses 
structural information about city locations to aggregate 
Travelling Salesman Problems (TSP). By aggregating 

Fig. 1. Customers and a depot in large Presov region
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customers, the size of the problem decreases. On the 
other hand, one must assume that errors are introduced 
as customers that do not belong to the same cluster in 
the optimal solution may be aggregated.  e goal will 
then be to perform aggregation in a way that minimizes 
these errors but at the same time, su%ciently reduces the 
size of the problem to allow for better solutions within 
the same solution time. We have to remember that the 
two-phase methods usually do not make the use of the 
sophisticated search algorithms in their procedures. In 
reality, optimality is not the goal but getting a good solu-
tion in a short amount of time is crucial. If aggregation 
can help in getting such an eHective but not necessar-
ily optimal solution quickly, it will be of interest. Facing 
another problem tackled by Beasley and Christo#des 
(1997) the large mail order company used an approach 
of aggregating customers into postal districts accord-
ing to the alphanumeric postal code system used in the 
United Kingdom. Nevertheless, we cannot apply this 
method because we are actually re-shaping the postal 
system for a new postal code system.
 e aggregation of customers on a daily basis is a 

daunting task simply because there are too many cus-
tomers and their demands change from day to day. 
 erefore, assignments made in the previous day might 
not be applicable for the following day. In order to tackle 
this problem, I create permanent districts. Logic is that a 
postman then can know his/her district well and reduce 
possible errors in delivery while simultaneously shorten-
ing delivery time.
 ere is another problem related to aggregation. 

One logical city unit (vicinity village or city district) can 
be divided to several service districts and the last one 
needs only to take a small amount of postman’s working 
time. It is hard to merge these residuum districts to one 
district because they can be distributed across the whole 
studied area.
For aggregating customers into natural clusters, I 

used a part of Fuzzy Cluster Heuristics (FCH) (Matis 
2008) that can be implemented considering the follow-
ing steps:
1. Estimate the minimum number of clusters p 
needed for serving all customers using the fol-
lowing formula:
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where: CSTc is an average service time for cus-
tomer c; N is the number of customers; M is the 
number of street segments where customers are 
located; Ds is the length of street segment s; V is 
an average speed of the walking postman; SWT 
is the available service time of one postman.
2. Locate p medians, so they are uniformly distrib-
uted in the serviced area.
3. Create p clusters of customers around these me-
dians using clustering by ‘fuzzy c-means’ (FCM). 

 e membership of customers in each cluster is 
set as a triangle fuzzy number based on the route 
distance between the cluster median and the cus-
tomer.
4. For each cluster, approximate the route length 
and estimate the average service time.
5. If there are many clusters (more than 20%) hav-
ing their service time over the SWT, increase the 
number of clusters p and go to step 2, otherwise 
end the algorithm with the resulting clusters and 
these are used as SRP districts.
In this algorithm, I used an approximation of 

length for the SRP route of one postman. In our case, 
this is actually the length of TSP or special TSP where 
the postman does not necessarily need to return back to 
the point where his/her route started.
 ere are some good samples in literature how oth-

er authors estimate the length of TSP or VRP (Figliozzi 
2008). In my case, I present two estimations from Toth 
and Vigo (2002):
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where: TSP(D) is the estimated length of the route, A is 
an area of the serviced cluster, S is a proportion of the 
length-width ratio for the outside rectangle of the cluster 
created in such a way that the ratio is always larger than 
or equal to 1.
 e authors always use the Euclidean or Manhattan 

travel metric.
In our case, neither Euclidian nor Manhattan met-

rics interpret the real distance for the travelling sales-
man. Our case is speci#c because the authors focus on 
VRP and our problem is SRP that has a couple of diHer-
ences in comparison with VRP (Matis 2006) and some 
of these diHerences are related to the distribution of cus-
tomers and network density. In my model, I used the fol-
lowing estimation of the length for one postman’s path:

! &( ) 1.445TSP D SD , (4)

where: SD is a total distance of all street segments served 
by one postman.
 is formula (4) was created from a simple regres-

sion using sample data with 78 service clusters com-
pared to the best results from heuristics described by 
Matis (2008). Fig. 2 and Table 1 show the diHerences of 
the estimated length in the best found length ratio for 
diHerent SRP cases using these three formulas.
In this experiment, I calculated the route length us-

ing the TABU search metaheuristic (Matis 2008).  e 
#rst approximation (see Equation 2) by Toth and Vigo 
(2002) overestimated length in all cases tested by the 
TABU search (Matis 2007).  e average overestimation 
was more than 90% of the total length.  e second ap-
proximation (see Equation 3) by Toth and Vigo (2002) 
usually underestimated the total length in all our cases. 
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Due to the fact that on average the ratio was 0.56, I can 
assume it was much lower than the optimal route length 
in most cases. In most cases, the new approximation (see 
Equation 4) showed a good estimation of the total length 
as it was demonstrated by low standard deviation against 
the best found solution. For a comparison, I used the 
best found solution.  e optimal solution is hard to get 
for most districts in SRP because the districts usually 
represent several hundred customers. Fig. 3 shows the 
resulting clusters created by FCH in city of Zilina.

4. Transportation of Postmen to Districts

To get a solution for a complex SRP, we need to distrib-
ute postmen to their service districts using cars.  is is 
a variation of the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem 
(CVRP) with the addition of extra constraints. One extra 
constraint is that we have to maximize the utilization 
of vehicles. An additional constraint is that the vehicle 
has to return to the depot using the same route. In our 
cases, all vehicles have the same capacity.  e goal is to 
minimize the total length of routes for all cars and sec-
ond, to minimize the number of cars necessary for all 
service districts that are farther from the service centre. 
Car driver serves the last district and then collects all 
postmen that were in the car when they started at the 
service centre.  e postman that #rst leaves the car has 
more time for delivery than the last one.  us, I could 
change my algorithm for creating natural clusters and 
make larger clusters that are closer to the service centre 
making further clusters smaller. In presented case, I did 
not make this change. DiHerence in time they leave the 
car is usually less than 10 minutes and because delivery 
time has a probabilistic character, this may not have an 
eHect on the #nal result.

 ere is not a method that could #nd the opti-
mal solution for this problem for a practical-size SRP. 
I used the TABU search (TABU) metaheuristic (Matis 
2008) that was changed to this speci#c case where my 
goal was not only to #nd the minimum total length but 
also to maximize the utilization of cars.  e heuristic 
was named the TABU for Postman Collection heuristic 
(TABUPC).
 e major diHerence between the original TABU 

and TABUPC is that a number of the serviced clusters 
in the route are limited by a maximum number of pas-
sengers in the car. For calculating the length of one trip, 
we only use the lengths of segments from the depot until 
the last customer.  e car has to return back to the depot 
using the same route.
 e algorithm is based on the ideas put forward by 

Crainic and Gendreau (2002).  e initial solution is gen-
erated by simple best position heuristics. Every customer 
is inserted into the #rst tour that has enough capacity 
leY over.  e customer is inserted into the tour in the 
best possible way, i.e. so that an increase in distance is 

Table 1.  e average ratio of the estimated TSP length for 
the best found TSP length of diHerent approximations

Formula
Average ratio for estimated length / 

"e best found TSP length
Standard 
deviation

(2) 1.99 0.615996

(3) 0.56 0.370789

(4) 1.01 0.099281

Fig. 2.  e ratios of the estimated TSP length for the best 
found TSP length of diHerent approximations
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Fig. 3. Natural clusters in large Zilina region created by FCH
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minimized. If no tour with enough free capacity can be 
found, a new tour is created which gives a starting solu-
tion where all the tours are feasible.
Moves are performed by applying an operator that 

removes a customer from one route and inserts him/her 
into another tour. When a customer is removed from a 
tour, the tour is reconnected by linking both the pred-
ecessor and the successor of the removed customer. Let 
A(s) !.{(i, v): customer i is visited by vehicle v} be an at-
tribute set associated with each solution s.  e insertion 
of a customer into a tour is done so as to minimize an 
increase in the length of the tour without changing the 
order of the customers already available in the tour.  e 
move is evaluated according to the evaluation function:

$ % $ % $ % $ %! "/ & " 0 &e s D s Q s Q s , (5)

where $ %e s  is a value of the evaluation function for so-
lution s aYer the move; $ %D s  is the total distance of all 
tours aYer the move; /, 0 are positive parameters; / is 
dynamically adjusted during search; $ %Q s  is the total 
violation of capacity constraints for tours; $ %Q s is the 
total capacity not used for cars but for tours.
To diversify search, any solution that has a higher 

value of $ %e s compared to the solution before the move 
is given penalty $ % ! 1&2ikp s  that is added to $ %e s . Here, 
2ik is the number of times when attribute (i, k) has been 
a part of a good solution, i.e. a solution that is feasible 
and has a total length less than 3 times of the length of 
the best solution found so far. Parameter 1 is used for 
controlling the intensity of diversi#cation.  ese penal-
ties are used for leading search into less explored parts 
of solution space whenever a local optimum is found.
TABU search starts from the initial solution, moves 

at each iteration to the solution that is non-tabu and min-
imizes e(s). At each step, attribute (i, k) that was removed 
from A(s) is now declared tabu for several iterations (in 
our case, 20). During these iterations, it is not allowed 
to move customer i back to tour k. By using a simple as-
piration criterion, a tabu move can still be chosen if this 
leads to a solution that is the best found thus far in the 
search and is feasible. AYer each move, the values of pa-
rameters / and 0.are adjusted. If the current solution is 
feasible, the value of /.is decreased to make it less costly 
to visit an infeasible solution. In the opposite case, /. is 
increased to lead the search back into the feasible region 
of the solution space. If the current solution is feasible 
and has a total length less than 3.times of the length of 
the best feasible solution found so far during the search 
and the number of iterations performed has reached 200, 
the solution is considered good. Whenever a good solu-
tion is found, the values for 2ik attributes of the found 
solution are incremented.  e search continues until a 
de#ned number of moves have been performed. Fig. 4 
shows the centers of clusters created by FCH in city of 
Presov and routes for delivery cars.

5. Use of GIS as a Decision Support System for SRP

Recent developments in street routing problems show 
that there is a need to make routing soYware a part of 
the larger system. One of the possible solutions is to in-
tegrate routing soYware within GIS that can be helpful 

in the collection, storing and management of large geo-
graphical databases used in routing soYware. GIS can 
also be used for creating all outputs from routing soY-
ware. One of the key properties of GIS for using routing 
soYware is its interactive and user-friendly environment. 
Routing soYware can #nd a good solution and explore 
possibilities while an expert can change the calculated 
routes to explore other possibilities based on the expert’s 
judgment.
GIS has several useful features that could help with 

improving the performance of routing soYware only a 
few of which can be mentioned here and include safe 
database management, [exible symbols, map manage-
ment, drawing capabilities, safety and interoperability.
Decisions support systems (DSS) are important for 

solving real SRP. SoYware can be used for working out a 
solution for the problem as well as for exploring several 
other possibilities or seeing how changes in the trans-
portation network, regulations or policies could aHect 
routes, expenses and other parameters. Currently, two 
trends in the development of DSS for SRP exist:
• Independent soYware packages specialized for 
SRP with the limited amount of DSS capabili-
ties. Here we can note soYware like GeoRoute 

Fig. 4. 94 centres for natural clusters in large Presov region 
served by cars and routes for twenty cars
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produced by the Canadian soYware company 
GIRO and the American TRANSCAD having 
some similarities to GeoRoute that is more fea-
sible for solving SRP because it is specialized for 
street routing. TRANSCAD is more specialized 
in node routing.
•  e integrated systems based on GIS or CAD. As 
an example, we can cite ArcView with its Arc-
GIS Network Analyst. It specializes in node rout-
ing.  e user can implement extension and then 
make it an integral part of the whole system.
To shorten development time, I have chosen a 

standard GIS environment as a base system for data 
management.  e integrator represents the main user 
interface controlling each heuristic – the connection of 
GIS database to/from heuristics. In some cases, heuris-
tics could be replaced by regular solvers, for example 
XPRESS. I used ArcView by ESRI as the main GIS tool 
because it is an open system and allows the user to pro-
gram its functionalities. GIS is managed from the inte-
grator by the Avenue scripting language, C# and VBasic 
depending on the version of ArcView. GIS is used in the 
system as a data management tool, editor and for the 
visualization of results.

6. Conclusions

 ere are expanding activities that can be presented as 
street-based tasks in the cities. I introduced the method-
ology of solving speci#c SRP with a very large number of 
customers. I used samples from #ve cities for the veri#-
cation of my methodology and algorithms.
I presented a new heuristic for creating natural 

clusters and estimating the length of the route. I have 
not compared the results of heuristics with any other 
results because there is no publication dealing with this 
problem. From a small sample, I can conclude that an 
average calculation time for this part of the solution is 
232 sec using a PC with Dual Core Processor Intel Pen-
tium. For most of practical applications, this is accept-
able and results are promising.
I created a variation of TABU search heuristic for 

distributing postmen to their service districts using cars. 
 e obtained results show that heuristic can also be used 
for the cases with a heterogeneous vehicle park.
I created DSS for solving this speci#c SRP tested on 

the sample data only.
Paths for future work to #nd better ways to solve a 

complex SRP might be:
• investigation into more sophisticated methods 
for aggregation;
• using a better estimation of TSP length;
• improving diversi#cation mechanisms for the 
tabu search algorithm.
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